
 

Notary, Courier, Witnessing and Printing Fees 

 
Trip fee, one document included for one signer                                                                         $ 40 

Trip fee, one document included for two signers (ie; POA w/witness)                                        50 

Trip fee, I-9 completion and any supporting documents required (typically on your form)         50 

Trip fee, Last Will & Testament with your Proof of Identity Affidavit (1 Testator, 2 Witnesses)   60 

Real Estate Packet, signing only, one/two signer(s), no scanning or printing                        95/120 

Real Estate Packet, full service, one/two signer(s), signing, printing, drop-off                     165/190 

Estate Planning Packet, one signer (one packet signing only, no scanning or printing)             95 

Estate Packet two signers (two packets of typical documents, includes trip fee)                       130 

Courier Service (drop off docs at FedEx, UPS, USPS) w/prepaid postage                            from 20 

Printing documents per page (includes scan and email of notarized docs)                                     3 

Credible Person form, Acknowledgment form, POA form, Copy Certification form, etc.             10 

Jail Notary Visit (one document with or without witness)                                                                100 

Additional forms to be notarized per signature at same signing (may be discounted)                10 

Trip fee, Witnessing documents (signing as a witness only)                                                       40-50 

Trip fee, Swearing in for Telephonic Court Appearance (up to one hour)                                       50 

 
There is a $10-30 signing fee for all healthcare POA forms notarized per signer, during the same trip, 

same as additional forms to be notarized if they are complete and ready to go. This is an all-inclusive 

signing fee added to the trip fee; all healthcare forms for the same person can be notarized for this 

one-time discounted fee at one signing appointment. (this includes all notarized signatures which 

can be up to 5 notarized signatures) 

 

If notarizing healthcare POA forms only, basic trip fee of $40 on your completed healthcare POA form. 

Additional healthcare forms at the same trip are $10 each per notarized signature.  

 

$10 for blank forms we provide, one notary signer per healthcare POA form is no charge. Additional 

signers are $10 unless discounted to $5 for multiple forms/signers after the first two signatures per 

signer. (discounts are typically quoted in advance)  

 

The above listed fees are cash payment discounted fees. Add $5 for credit or debit card payments.  

No personal checks accepted, business checks only, at credit card price non-discounted fee. Zelle 

is accepted at cash discounted price. Invoicing is available for real estate transactions only. 

 
NOTE: All fees are subject to a 30-mile driving distance for the notary. Additional distance will incur 
an additional mileage fee which will be quoted in advance at the state regulatory rate.  
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